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cell division role :

1) Asexual reproduction 1, >(5) Whe amoeba and hydra
2) Growth anddevelopment whe the embryo growth anddevelopment
3) Tissue repairand renewallike the production ofnew blood cells from

the bone marrow

each chromosome consist of : one long linear SNA molecule withproteins
i

carry severel hundred to a

few thousands of genes

has the information
of the inherited traits

chromosomes in
- Somatic Contains 46 chromosomes

123 pairs)
human sells -Reproductive > contains 23 chromosomes

gametes sperm and eggs

-chromosome numbers vary for each organism

when thecell is not dividing and not replicating it's SNA the chromosome

is in the form of of chromatin (5=
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▼ Figure 12.7  Exploring Mitosis in an Animal Cell

?  How many molecules of DNA are in the 
prometaphase drawing? How many molecules per 
chromosome? How many double helices are there 
per chromosome? Per chromatid?
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•  A nuclear envelope encloses the nucleus.
•  The nucleus contains one or more nucleoli  
 (singular, nucleolus).
•  Two centrosomes have formed by   
 duplication of a single centrosome.   
 Centrosomes are regions in animal cells  
 that organize the microtubules of the  
 spindle. Each centrosome contains two  
 centrioles.
• Chromosomes, duplicated during S phase,  
 cannot be seen individually because they  
 have not yet condensed.

Prophase

• The chromatin fibers become more tightly   
 coiled, condensing into discrete chromosomes 
 observable with a light microscope.
• The nucleoli disappear.
• Each duplicated chromosome appears as two  
 identical sister chromatids joined at their cen- 
 tromeres and, often, all along their arms by
     cohesins, resulting in sister chromatid
     cohesion.
• The mitotic spindle (named for its shape)   
 begins to form. It is composed of the centro-
 somes and the microtubules that extend from  
 them. The radial arrays of shorter microtubules  
 that extend from the centrosomes are called   
 asters (“stars”).
• The centrosomes move away from each other, 
 propelled partly by the lengthening micro-      
 tubules between them.

Prometaphase

• The nuclear envelope fragments.
• The microtubules extending from each centro-     

some can now invade the nuclear area.
• The chromosomes have become even more 

condensed.
• A kinetochore, a specialized protein structure, 

has now formed at the centromere of each 
chromatid (thus, two per chromosome).

• Some of the microtubules attach to the kineto-  
chores, becoming “kinetochore microtubules,” 
which jerk the chromosomes back and forth.

• Nonkinetochore microtubules interact with 
those from the opposite pole of the spindle, 
lengthening the cell.

The fluorescence micrographs show dividing 
lung cells from a newt; this species has 22 
chromosomes. Chromosomes appear blue, 
microtubules green, and intermediate 
filaments red. For simplicity, the drawings 
show only 6 chromosomes.
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 Mastering Biology BioFlix® Animation: Mitosis 
Video: Animal Mitosis (time-lapse)
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Metaphase

• The centrosomes are now at opposite poles of   
 the cell.

• The chromosomes have all arrived at the   
 metaphase plate, a plane that is equidistant  
 between the spindle’s two poles. The chromo-   
 somes’ centromeres lie at the metaphase plate.

• For each chromosome, the kinetochores of the   
 sister chromatids are attached to kinetochore   
 microtubules coming from opposite poles.

Anaphase

• Anaphase is the shortest stage of mitosis, often   
 lasting only a few minutes.

• Anaphase begins when the cohesin proteins are   
 cleaved. This allows the two sister chromatids    
 of each pair to part suddenly. Each chromatid   
 thus becomes an independent chromosome.

• The two new daughter chromosomes begin    
 moving toward opposite ends of the cell   
 as their kinetochore microtubules shorten.   
 Because these microtubules are attached at the   
 centromere region, the centromeres are pulled     
 ahead of the arms, moving at a rate of about              
 1 om/min.          

• The cell elongates as the nonkinetochore   
 microtubules lengthen.

• By the end of anaphase, the two ends of 
 the cell have identical—and complete—   
 collections of chromosomes.

Telophase

Cytokinesis

• Two daughter nuclei form in the cell.   
 Nuclear envelopes arise from the fragments  
 of the parent cell’s nuclear envelope and  
 other portions of the endomembrane  
 system.

• Nucleoli reappear.

• The chromosomes become less condensed.

• Any remaining spindle microtubules are  
 depolymerized.

• Mitosis, the division of one nucleus into  
 two genetically identical nuclei, is now  
 complete.

• The division of the cytoplasm is usually well  
 under way by late telophase, so the two  
 daughter cells appear shortly after the end  
 of mitosis.

• In animal cells, cytokinesis involves the  
 formation of a cleavage furrow, which  
 pinches the cell in two.



The Mitotic spindle
Kinetochore : A structure made of proteins that have assembled at the

centromeres (two kinetochores per chromosome
,
one on each chromatid)

components of the spindle:

1 The centosomes

2) The spindle microtubules (they form in prophase andprometaphase
3) The Asters : short microtubules that extend from the centrosome

and contact with the plasma membrane

~

Al kinetochore microtubules : they attack with the timstochore on the

chromosomes and they start to pull the chromosomes toward the
role that extended from until the kinetochore microtubules from

the opposite pole attach to the other kinetochores on the same chromosome
when this happens the chromosomes go back and forth (81 Es)
then it settes in the middle of the cell (metaphase plate

Imaginary plate that is in the middle of the cell, where the L

centromeres of chromosomes sit at in metaphase

B) Non timetochore microtubules : the microtubules that don't attach to

The Kinetochore on the chromosomes
, they elongate andover lap to

interact with the other microtubules from the opposite poly
and they help with the lengthening of the cell

Anaphase begins when the cohesin holding the two siste chromatids

is cleared by an enzyme called separate







checkpoints : control points where stop and go-ahead signal control the cycle
G S M

7
most important stops the

G2
doesn't let the cell start anaphase

well cycle until all kinetochores of the

if there is chromosomes are attacked with

DNA damage the spindle

a checkpoint between anaphase and telophase
make sure that anaphase is completed and that all the chromosomes

are separated

Growth factor : a protein released by one cell that stimulates another

cell to divide

like : statelet-derived growth factor (PDGF)
,

made by blood cell

Fragments called platelets , and it is released when you get
injured

,

it is required for the division of Fibroblasts

A type of connective tissue that has receptors for
E

PDGF which send signals to the cell to pass G checkpoint
and divide


